
 

 
   

 

 
 
 
 
We’re looking for a  
 
 

Project Manager 
 
 
As employee number one for our new Estonian office in Tallinn we are looking for an open-minded 
person to help us establish our operations, coordinate our first digital projects and extend our contact 
network in Estonia. The main purpose of our Estonian operations is to open a Research & Development 
facility for our MediaTech solutions with a focus on our Microsoft Cloud Solutions, Cognitive Services and 
AI in Media as well as e-learning technology and mid-term also R&D connected to our Mixed Reality 
Volumetric Studio here in Germany. So you will become an active link to our Berlin headquarter which will 
be on your side and help you guide through the process. If you’re eager to learn and live our company 
philosophy, establish our mediatech know-how in Tallinn, coordinate our first projects and will help find 
your first additional team members, you’re what we’re looking for.  
 
You should be able to 
 

- build relationships to the local market, partners, government, future employees 
- communicate in fluent English and enjoy doing so 
- coordinate your daily business with our senior management in Berlin, Germany including 

occasional trips to Berlin for a few days each 
- give feedback to help refine our strategy or find new opportunities for the future 
- manage all aspects of our first web-based projects as a project manager both internally with the 

Berlin team as well as in Estonia with customers, partners and our first additional team members 
in Tallinn 

 
If that’s you, and you have previous work experience please email Nadine Koechling at 
jobs@interlake.net with further questions, your CV and anything else we should know. 
Position is available from Jan 1, 2019 in Tallinn. We’re in Tallinn for job interviews Nov 19-22, Dec 5-6 and 
in Helsinki Dec 3-5 during SLUSH.  
 
 
About Interlake 
 
Interlake is a digital change agent in the areas of MediaTech and cloud-based information transfer, 
helping customers in their digital transition from topics like e-learning to mixed reality.  As an 
independent owner-operated company we serve customers in over 30 countries since 1997. Interlake is 
among the top 1% of Microsoft partners in Germany. Through Interlake Holding we're also involved in 
ventures in the fields of VR/AR (the volumetric recording studio Volucap and Metropolis VR) as well as 
credit checks and payment (creditPass). Interlake is located at the German MediaTech Hub just outside 
Berlin with more than 120 companies within one square mile and expertise in traditional media, e-
learning, IT and 3D. The company currently has 35 full-time staff within the core Interlake company in 
Potsdam, Germany, operates an Interlake affiliate in Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida and has access to a team 
of 80 specialists through its affiliated companies. 
 
www.interlake.net  
 

mailto:jobs@interlake.net
http://www.interlake.net/
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Interlake Estonia 

 

After evaluating several locations, Interlake plans to open an independent company in Tallinn, 

Estonia in early 2019.  The main purpose of the operations is to open a Research & 

Development facility for our MediaTech solutions with a focus on our Microsoft Cloud Archive-

on-Demand solution, Cognitive Services and AI in Media as well as E-Learning technology and 

mid-term also R&D connected to our Mixed Reality Volumetric Studio here in Germany.  

 

As one of the driving forces behind Germany’s MediaTech Hub we also plan to build a 

MediaTech bridge to Estonia, sharing our experiences from Germany to help build a MediaTech 

Hub in Estonia, connect political players from both sides and provide market access for Estonian 

MediaTech companies through MediaTech Hub Potsdam, just outside Berlin. 
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About Interlake 

Interlake is a digital change agent in the areas of MediaTech and cloud-based information 

transfer, helping customers in their digital transition from topics like e-learning to mixed reality.  

As an independent owner-operated company we serve customers in over 30 countries since 

1997. Interlake is among the top 1% of Microsoft partners in Germany and the oldest Articulate 

e-learning partner worldwide. Through Interlake Holding we're also involved in ventures in the 
fields of VR/AR (The volumetric recording studio Volucap GmbH and Metropolis VR) as well as 
credit checks and payment (creditPass). Interlake is located at the German MediaTech Hub with 
more than 120 companies within one square mile and expertise in traditional media, e-learning, 
IT and 3D. The company currently has 35 full-time staff within the core Interlake company in 

Potsdam, Germany, operates an Interlake affiliate in Ponte Verda Beach, Florida and has access 

to a team of 80 specialists through its affiliated companies.
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About the MediaTech Hub 

MediaTech Hub Potsdam is both a physical place and a network of companies, startups, 

investors, institutions, universities and research facilities in the fields of media technology, film, 

virtual and mixed reality, digital engineering, data visualization, e-learning, gamification, science 

and user interface – an open community for and by those who get involved in the network. 

www.mediatechhub-potsdam.de  

Potsdam is the ideal location for this as it is a hotspot for the film and media industry for over 

100 years. Famous directors like Steven Spielberg, Werner Herzog and Quentin Tarantino 

produce their blockbusters and series here. Alongside market leaders and innovators such as 

Studio Babelsberg, Bertelsmann UFA and the German Film School, technology companies and 

research facilities have also moved to the area. The Hasso Plattner Institute, a center of 

excellence for IT systems engineering, the international SAP Innovation Center, Oracle, 

Microsoft, the Volkswagen Design Center and the Fraunhofer Institute for Telecommunications 

are all based here. 

MediaTech Hub Potsdam acts as a point of contact, introducing companies, investors, founders 

and startups to one another and putting them in contact with science and research institutions. 

It is also a platform for new developments, products and projects, and for knowledge sharing on 

these topics – whether it’s future media storytelling technologies or new methods and 

approaches in the area of digital engineering. 

http://www.mediatechhub-potsdam.de/
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MediaTech Hub Potsdam was named one of 12 digital hubs in Germany by the Federal Ministry 

for Economic Affairs and Energy in June 2017. The initiative aims to consolidate Germany’s 

position as a digital centre and an innovator. The hub concept is based on the idea that close 

cooperation between companies and founders can encourage innovation in the digital age. 

www.de-hub.de.  

MediaTech Hub Trailer   The Voices of MediaTech Hub  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6_G-ryFpn6s  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQQ-aAf6LRY 

Interlake is one of the driving forces of the hub. Interlake CEO Sven Slazenger is a MediaTech 

Hub Ambassador. He’s also a member of the digital strategy board of the Minister President of 

the State of Brandenburg and a board member of the German federal association of service 

providers for the online industry (BDOA e.V.).  

All of us here at Interlake are looking forward to establishing strong bonds with our Estonian 

neighbors and to join both commercial and political forces to support the development of an 

effort to create export capacity and added value in Estonia and add a strong link between an 

existing MediaTech ecosystem in the Berlin region and one of the most competitive and digital 

countries in the world. 

http://www.de-hub.de/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6_G-ryFpn6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQQ-aAf6LRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6_G-ryFpn6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQQ-aAf6LRY
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